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NOTICE: 
 
The contents of this manual are intended to provide guidance and resources to assist boat dealers in 
developing appropriate policies and procedures to maintain compliance with federal financial regulations.  
Priority One Financial Services, Inc. and the Marine Retailers Association of the Americas do not provide 
legal advice.  The contents of this manual are not intended to be legal advice, nor a substitute for seeking 
legal counsel from a qualified attorney.  Priority One Financial Services, Inc. and the Marine Retailers 
Association of the Americas encourage boat dealers to consult with a qualified attorney to certify the 
individual dealership’s compliance with and application of federal financial regulations. 
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The impact of compliance in 

today’s boat dealership  

In today’s regulatory environment, it is imperative that boat 
dealership staff  members are well-versed on the regulations that 
govern our industry, knowledgeable regarding the compliance 
requirements and aware of  the penalties that can be imposed on 
both the dealership and staff  members that do not comply.  

ompliance with federal financial regulations should always be of high 
importance to boat dealers.  However, the 2011 formation of the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has heightened the awareness and 
attention dealers are dedicating to this important aspect of their business. 

While boat dealerships have been exempt from oversight by the CFPB, the Dodd-
Frank Act – under which the CFPB was created – provides extended authority to the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and State Attorneys General (AG’s) regarding 
dealership regulatory compliance.       

What’s included in this manual 

A summary of each regulation that impacts the boating industry 

The regulations themselves are quite lengthy – and much of the 
content is not pertinent to boat dealerships.  Therefore, the 
regulations have been condensed down to include only those 
sections that impact boat dealerships, and summarized for ease of 
understanding.   

Guidelines regarding penalties imposed for non-compliance 

Maintaining compliance with federal financial regulations is 
imperative.  The penalties available for assessment to both 
individuals and corporations can be extensive.  Penalties for a single 
transaction can be in the thousands of dollars, while a pattern of 
non-compliance can push that number into the millions. 

Case Studies and Q&A 

Some regulations are more straightforward than others.  In instances 
where the regulation may require further explanation, Case Studies 
and Question & Answer sections have been provided to enhance 
the reader’s understanding of the regulation. 
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- Equal Credit Opportunity Act (Reg B) 
- Truth in Lending Act (Reg Z) 
- Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) 
- Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACTA amends FCRA) 
- Sherman Antitrust Act 
- Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 
- The USA Patriot Act 
- IRS Form 8300 

 

The following is a review of each regulation and the penalties for non-compliance.  
Case Studies and Q&A provide additional clarification when needed. 

At the end of the document is an appendix containing sample model forms.  Several 
regulations require forms, and references are provided for the location of the forms in 
the appendix. 

Throughout this manual, the term “creditor” will be referenced.  It is important to 
recognize that dealers who arrange financing on behalf 
of their customers via indirect lenders’ retail installment 
sales contracts are considered “creditors”.  Even though 
the dealer is immediately assigning the contract to a 
lender, the dealer is the original creditor, and therefore 

subject to all of the following federal regulations.  

 

  

 

Regulations 

impacting boat 

dealerships 

include: 

Boat Dealers  

are considered “Creditors” 
when arranging financing 
through an indirect lender 
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Equal Credit Opportunity Act – Reg B

he Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) ensures that all consumers are 
given an equal chance to obtain credit.  It is unlawful for any creditor to 
discriminate against any applicant, with respect to any aspect of a credit 

transaction: 
 

 on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, or age 
(provided the applicant has the capacity to contract);  

 because all or part of the applicant’s income derives from any public assistance 
program; or  

 because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act. 

 
Consumers have the right to have credit in their birth name, their first name and 
spouse’s last name or their first name and combined last name (Mary Smith-
Jones).  They also have the right to get credit without a co-signer, if they meet the 
creditor’s standards and the cosigner can be someone other than a spouse, if 
necessary.  
 
Dealership personnel may not discourage an applicant from applying for credit 
because of their sex, marital status, age, race, national origin, or because they 
receive public assistance income. 

 
During your consultations with your customer: 

 
1. To reveal their sex, race, national origin, or religion. 

2. If they are widowed or divorced or their marital 

status if they are applying for a separate, unsecured 

account unless they live in “community property” 

states.* 

3. About plans for having or raising children. 

4. If they receive alimony, child support or separate maintenance payments, 

unless you have first notified the customer that they are not required to 

provide the information if they aren’t relying on these payments to qualify 

for credit. 

 
1. Their residence or immigration status. 

2. About marital status in these terms only: “married”, 

“unmarried” or “separated” – and only if they apply 

for a joint account or one secured by property.  

3. For information about their spouse when the spouse 

T 

You may 

NOT ask the 

customer 

You MAY ask 

the customer 
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is applying with the primary applicant, the applicant is relying on spouse’s 

income or on alimony or child support income from a former spouse; or if 

the applicant resides in a community property state.* 

4. If they have to pay alimony, child support or separate maintenance 

payments. 

(*) - Community property states:  AZ, CA, ID, LA, NV, NM, TX, WA, WI 
 
 

Adverse Action Notice Requirements: 

 
Each applicant that receives a denial of credit or a refusal of credit in substantially 
the amount or on substantially the terms requested is entitled to a statement of 
reasons for such action from the creditor.  In the instance where an applicant is 
denied credit through a dealership’s lending sources, or when the customer does 
not accept the financing terms offered, the dealer must provide an Adverse Action 
Notice to the customer within the following five business days in accordance with 
this regulation.  Adverse Action Notice model forms are provided in Appendix A.  
 
 
Civil Liability – actual damages per occurrence plus punitive damages per action 
up to $10,000 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Penalties for 
non-compliance 

Case Studies – ECOA 

Case Study 1 

At the time your customer applies for financing, they state 
that they would like their payment to be equal to or less than 
$375 per month.  Upon reviewing the customer’s credit and 
submitting the application to the appropriate lenders, the 
lowest monthly payment you can achieve is $410 per month. 

After considering your “counteroffer”, the customer declines 
to accept the financing on those terms.  According to the 
ECOA, you are required to provide the customer with an 
Adverse Action Notice within 90 days of the date you present 
the “counteroffer”.  

 

Case Study 2 

Upon receipt of a customer’s credit application you obtain 
credit reports from the appropriate CRA (Credit Reporting 
Agency – or Credit Bureau).  The customer’s credit score is 
low – and their credit history contains current late payments, 
defaults and very little installment debt history.  You know it 
will be tough to get the customer approved on their own, and 
when you inquire about a possible co-buyer you learn that no 
potential co-buyers exist. 

After making your best effort to get the customer approved 
with your subprime lending sources, they all have declined to 
extend an offer of credit. 

The lenders to which you submitted the application are 
required to send the customer an Adverse Action Notice.  
However, the dealership is still required to provide the 
customer with an Adverse Action Notice within 30 days of 
application.  The lender’s Notice does not relieve the 
dealership of this requirement. 
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Truth in Lending Act – Reg Z 

he Truth in Lending Act is intended to promote the informed use of 
consumer credit by requiring disclosures about its terms and costs and 
enables consumers to make a comparison between the cost of a cash 

transaction versus that of a credit transaction as well as the difference in the cost 
of credit among different lenders. 
 
There are five material disclosures that are required by the Truth in Lending Act: 

 

 

 

 

The five material disclosures outlined above must be provided to the customer 
prior to closing, and are detailed in writing on the retail installment sales contract.  
Each disclosure should be made verbally in a manner similar to the following: 

- Amount financed. The amount financed, using that term, and a brief 

description such as “the amount of credit provided to you or on your 

behalf.” 

- Finance charge. The finance charge, using that term, and a brief 

description such as "the dollar amount the credit will cost you." 

- Annual percentage rate. The annual percentage rate, using that term, and 

a brief description such as "the cost of your credit as a yearly rate." 

- Payment schedule. The number, amounts, and timing of payments 

scheduled to repay the obligation. 

- Total of payments. The total of payments, using that term, and a 

descriptive explanation such as "the amount you will have paid when you 

have made all scheduled payments.” 

Proper and thorough disclosure allows customers to accurately assess their borrowing 
options and provides a positive experience at time of closing for both the customer 
and the dealer. 

o Actual damages in all cases 
o Willful and knowing violations of TILA permit imposition of a fine of 

$5,000, imprisonment for up to one year, or both 
o Attorneys' fees and court costs for successful enforcement and rescission 

actions. 
 

T 

Amount Financed 
Finance Charge 

Annual Percentage Rate (APR) 
Schedule of Payments 

Total of Payments 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 
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Fair Credit Reporting Act 

he Fair Credit Reporting Act is designed to help ensure that CRAs (Consumer 
Reporting Agencies) furnish correct and complete information to businesses to 
use when evaluating a credit application.  In December of 2003, the Fair and 

Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACTA) was enacted. The purpose of FACTA was 
to amend the Fair Credit Reporting Act, to prevent identity theft, improve resolution 
of consumer disputes, improve the accuracy of consumer records, make improvements 
in the use of, and consumer access to, credit information.  Part of the FACTA 
amendment to the FCRA is the Red Flags Rule, which went to effect December 31, 
2010 

The customer’s rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act: 

 Right to receive a copy of their credit report. The act allows consumers to 
request and obtain a free credit report once every twelve months from 
each of the three nationwide consumer credit reporting companies 
(Equifax, Experian and TransUnion).   

 Right to know the name of anyone who received their credit report in the 
last year for most purposes or in the last two years for employment 
purposes. 

 Any company that denies a customer’s application must supply the name 
and address of the CRA that provided the denial so that the consumer can 
manage their credit score (Adverse Action Notice). 

 Effective July 21, 2011, Adverse Action Notices are required to contain 
the following information: 

o the credit score used in making the credit decision; 
o the range of possible scores under the credit score model that was 

used; 
o up to four key factors that adversely affected the consumer’s credit 

score (or up to five factors if the number of inquiries made with 
respect to that consumer report is a key factor); 

o the date on which the credit score was created; and 
o the name of the person or entity that provided the credit score. 

 If the customer complains about the completeness or accuracy of 
information in their report, they should file a dispute with the CRA and 
both the CRA and the furnisher of information are legally obligated to 
reinvestigate the dispute.  

 The consumer has the right to add a summary explanation to their credit 
report if their dispute is not resolved to their satisfaction.  

 To help reduce identity theft, FACTA allows individuals to place alerts on 

their credit histories if identity theft is suspected or if deploying overseas in 

the military, thereby making fraudulent applications for credit more 

difficult. 

T 
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 Fraud Alerts can be requested by a consumer who believes he is or is 
about to be a victim of fraud or any other related crime.  CRA’s must place 
a fraud alert on that consumer’s file for at least 90 days, and notify all other 
consumer reporting agencies of the fraud alert. 

 

Other FACTA enhancements to the FCRA: 

 Effective January 1, 2011, Section 311 of the FACTA added a new section 
615(h), to the FCRA to address risk-based pricing.  Risk-based pricing 
refers to the practice of setting or adjusting the price and other terms of 
credit to reflect the risk of nonpayment by that consumer.  Creditors that 
engage in risk-based pricing generally offer more favorable terms to 
consumers with good credit histories. 

 Under section 615(h) of the FCRA, a Risk-Based Pricing Notice must be 
provided to consumers in certain circumstances. Generally, a dealer must 
provide a Risk-Based Pricing Notice to a consumer when the dealer uses a 
consumer report in connection with an application for credit and provides 
credit to the consumer on terms that are less favorable than the most 
favorable terms available to a substantial proportion of consumers from or 
through that dealer. The Risk-Based Pricing Notice requirement is 
designed  to improve the accuracy of consumer reports.  By alerting 
consumers to the existence of negative information on their reports, 
consumers can check their reports for accuracy and correct any 
inaccuracies.  It is meant to complement the existing adverse action notice 
provisions of the FCRA.  Risk-Based Pricing Notice Model Form – see 
Appendix B 

 In order to simplify compliance with the Risk-Based Pricing Notice 
requirement, the FCRA allows more generic Credit Score Disclosure 
Exception Notices (CSDEN) to be provided to consumers in lieu of the 
Risk-Based Pricing Notice.  CSDEN Model Form – see Appendix C 

 The CSDEN eliminates the need for case-by-case calculations to 
determine whether a Risk-Based Pricing Notice is needed for each 
consumer.  Therefore, the CSDEN is the generally recommended method 
for dealers to maintain compliance with the Risk-Based Pricing Notice 
requirement. 

 The CSDEN should be provided as soon as practical after obtaining the 
consumer’s credit information – but is required at or before finalizing the 
transaction. 

 In order to ensure that all consumers receive the credit information 
required by the FCRA, the CSDEN should be provided to all credit 
applicants, but at minimum, must be provided to all applicants that do not 
receive an Adverse Action Notice.  
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Red Flags Rule: 

 

 The Red Flags Rule requires dealers to implement a written Identity Theft 

Prevention Program designed to detect the warning signs — or "red 
flags" — of identity theft in their day-to-day operations. By identifying red 
flags in advance, dealers will be better equipped to spot suspicious patterns 
that may arise -- and take steps to prevent a red flag from escalating into a 
costly episode of identity theft. 

 The dealership’s plan must be approved by the dealership’s board of 
directors (or highest governing authority) and a senior officer must be 
appointed as Program Manager, responsible for developing, overseeing, 
implementing, training and administering the Red Flags Plan. 

 Below are examples of potential Red Flags that dealers should be aware of:  
o A  fraud alert on the customer(s) bureau 
o Notice of a credit freeze 
o Address discrepancy between credit app and bureau 
o Name discrepancy between credit app and bureau 
o Documents provided for identification appears altered or forged 
o Information on ID inconsistent with information provided by the 

person applying for credit 
o Application appears forged or altered or destroyed 
o Information on ID does not match any address in the consumer 

report 
o SS # has not been issued or appears on the social Security 

Administration’s Death Master File, a file of information 
associated with Social Security numbers of those who are deceased 

o Suspicious addresses supplied such as a mail drop, prison, or 
phone or an answering service 

o Social security number matches one submitted by another person 
applying for credit or other customers 

o The person applying for credit is unable to supply identifying 
information in response to a notification that the application is 
incomplete 

  The FTC and the Red Flag Rules do not require a specific response to any 
particular situation.  Appropriate responses to a situation in which you 
believe your customer is using a stolen identity could include:  

o not opening the loan account 
o notifying law enforcement, and/or 
o contacting the customer whose identity has been stolen 
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 Provide an Adverse Action Notice (appendix A) within 30 days of application 
any time the application is not submitted to a lender, or when the application is 
submitted to lender(s) and an offer for credit is not extended.   

 If a customer applies for credit requesting specific terms but you are only able 
to secure credit under different terms, an Adverse Action Notice must be 
delivered to the customer within 90 days of the customer’s non-acceptance of 
the counteroffer. 

 Provide a Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice (appendix C) to every 
customer applying for credit that does not receive an Adverse Action Notice. 

o Note regarding multiple buyers:  For privacy reasons, whether 
multiple co-borrowers have the same address or not, a creditor must 
provide a separate notice to each consumer if the notice includes a 
credit score. Each separate notice that includes a credit score must 
contain only the credit score of the consumer to whom the notice is 
provided, and not the score of the other consumer. 

 Develop and document your written Red Flag Identity Theft Prevention 
Program.  This is a "playbook" that must include reasonable policies and 
procedures for detecting, preventing, and mitigating identity theft. Your 
Program should enable your organization to: 

o identify relevant patterns, practices, and specific forms of activity 
— the "red flags" — that signal possible identity theft; 

o incorporate business practices to detect red flags; 
o detail your appropriate response to any red flags you detect to 

prevent and mitigate identity theft; and 
o be updated periodically to reflect changes in risks from identity 

theft. 

 

The FTC can obtain injunctive relief and penalties of $2,500 for each knowing 
violation that is part of a pattern or practice of violations. 

Civil liability for willful or negligent noncompliance: 
o actual damages sustained by the consumer as a result of the failure or 

damages of not less than $100 and not more than $1,000; or 
o such amount of punitive damages as the court may allow; and 
o reasonable attorney's fees as determined by the court. 

 

  

Strategies to 
maintain 
compliance with 
FCRA 
Requirements 

 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 
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Case Studies – FCRA  

Case Study 1 

Upon receipt of a customer’s credit application you obtain 
credit reports from the appropriate CRA (Credit 
Reporting Agency – or Credit Bureau).  The customer’s 
credit score is 418 – and with good reason.  You note that 
the only credit the customer has is revolving debt with 
high usage percentages, late payments and charged-off 
accounts.  The customer has no comparable installment 
debt, and when you inquire about a possible co-buyer you 
learn that no potential co-buyers exist. 
 
After considering the facts, you determine that none of 
your lending resources would consider approving the 
applicant for this purchase.  Therefore, you do not submit 
the application to any of your lenders, but encourage the 
customer to seek financing with their local bank or credit 
union with which they have an established relationship. 
 
 According to FCRA, because you did not submit the 
application to any lender, you are required to provide the 
customer with an Adverse Action Notice within 30 days of 
application. 

 
 

Case Study 2 

A customer you met at a boat show comes to the 
dealership to “take another look” at the boat he liked at 
the show.  His interest in purchasing the boat has 
increased, and he wants to see what your finance 
department can do about arranging financing on the unit. 
 
The customer’s credit isn’t excellent, but with a little time 
and effort, your finance department feels that the deal can 
get approved.   
 
The following morning your finance department is able to 
secure a very attractive approval for your customer.  You 
follow up with him several times over the next few days to 
give him the good news, however he isn’t returning your 
calls.  While you won’t give up on your efforts to reach the 
customer, it appears that he may have decided against the 
purchase or found a boat elsewhere.  In order to maintain 
compliance with the FCRA, you are required to send this 
customer a Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice 
(CSDEN – Appendix C) 
 

Case Study 3 
Upon receiving your customer’s application for financing, you see that the address on the credit application does not 
match any of the addresses on the credit report.  Your dealership’s written Red Flag Identity Theft Prevention Program 
requires you to clarify such discrepancies prior to moving forward with the transaction.   
In accordance with the dealership’s Red Flag Identity Theft Prevention Program, you have already obtained a copy of the 
customer’s drivers license and verified that the information, including the signature, match the information on the credit 
application.   
 
The credit application indicates that the customer has lived at the current address for 2 months.  While it would be easy to 
make the assumption that the address discrepancy is due to the newness of the address, your dealership’s Red Flag Identity 
Theft Prevention Program requires you to clear the discrepancy prior to moving forward.   
 
In order to maintain compliance with the FCRA’s Red Flags Rule, you contact the customer to explain the discrepancy and 
your duty to maintain compliance with federal law.  In order to clear the discrepancy, you ask the customer to provide a 
copy of documentation in their name for the mortgage, lease, or property insurance, at the address shown on the drivers 
license and credit application. 
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Sherman Antitrust Act 

he focus of antitrust regulation is the protection of a competitive market 
structure.  Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, adopted by the U.S. 
Congress, bans “every contract, combination or conspiracy” by two or 

more persons which restrains trade. 
 
Certain types of anti-competitive activities have been determined to be so 
fundamentally opposed to a market economy that a mere finding that a defendant 
engaged in these activities is sufficient to prove a violation.  These types of 
activities are deemed “per se illegal.”  Among others, they include: 
 

Price Fixing: Is exemplified by the backroom deal in which a group of 
competitors agree to charge a high price in order to make extra profit.  
However, it is also illegal for a group of competitors to agree that no 
member will charge more than a certain price. 

 
Group Boycott: An illegal group boycott involves a group of competitors 
who agree not to buy from a vendor or sell to a purchaser.  The result of 
the boycott must be to cut off the boycotted firm’s ability to obtain access 
to the market. 

 
Tying Arranging: A tying arrangement occurs when a party will sell one 
product (the “tying” product) only if the buyer purchases a second product 
(the “tied” product).  The two products must be distinct.  Purchasers may 
have limited alternatives for obtaining the tying product and will be forced 
to also purchase the tied product.  Without the illegal tie-in, purchasers 
might prefer to obtain the tied product from other sources, or not obtain 
it at all. 

 

Boat dealerships may not conspire to fix prices within their market area or arrange 
a boycott of a vendor or purchaser.  Additionally, dealership financing staff may 
not tie one product (for example, boat financing or interest rate charged on a loan) 
to the purchase of another product (credit insurance, extended service agreement, 
etc.) in an attempt to sell the second product. 
 
 
Should a customer file a complaint, and if convicted, you could face up to three 
years in jail plus penalties of up to $350,000. 
 
 

 

T 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 
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Gramm – Leach – Bliley Act 

he "Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act" (GLBA), also known as The Financial 
Modernization Act of 1999, includes provisions to protect consumers’ 
personal financial information held by financial institutions. There are three 

principal parts to the privacy requirements: the Financial Privacy Rule, Safeguards 
Rule and Pretexting Protections. 
 

Financial Privacy Rule: Provides protection of the consumer’s personal 
nonpublic information.  “Creditors” must provide a Privacy Notice to 
each consumer at the time the consumer relationship is established and 
annually thereafter.  The Privacy Notice must explain:  

o the information collected about the consumer 
o where that information is shared 
o how that information is used  
o how that information is protected  

The notice must also identify the consumer’s right to opt-out of the 
information being shared with unaffiliated parties per the FCRA.  The 
nature of dealer’s “creditor” relationship with consumers is unique – 
therefore, the requirements specific to dealers are explained further below. 
 
Safeguard Rules: Requires financial institutions to develop a written 
information security plan that describes how the company is prepared for, 
and plans to continue to protect clients’ nonpublic personal information. 
 
Pretexting Protection: Sometimes referred to as “social engineering,” 
occurs when someone tries to gain access to personal nonpublic 
information without proper authority to do so.  This may entail requesting 
private information while impersonating the account holder by phone, 
mail, email, or “phishing” (using a “phony” website or email to collect 
data).  Pretexting by individuals is punishable as a common law crime of 
False Pretenses. 

 

The portions of the GLBA that apply to boat dealerships are the Financial Privacy 
Rule and the Safeguards Rule.   
 

The Financial Privacy Rule 

As previously mentioned, the nature of dealer’s “creditor” relationship with 
consumers is unique – therefore, the requirements specific to dealers are unique as 
well.  The key to understanding these unique requirements lies in understanding 
the difference between a “consumer” and a “customer”. 
 
When a person applies for credit through the dealership, they become a 
“consumer” of the dealership, however, they do not become a “customer” until 
they have entered into an agreement to finance a unit through the dealership.   
 

T 
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As a “consumer”, the person is entitled to receive a Privacy Notice – however, 
there are exceptions that apply to this rule. These exceptions include:  

 disclosures to unaffiliated third parties to process a transaction requested 
by the consumer* (see “NOTE” below) 

 disclosures made with the consumer’s consent 

 disclosures for law enforcement purposes 
Because a dealer’s third party disclosures are being made while processing a 
transaction requested by the “consumer”, a Privacy Notice is not required for all 
applicants. 
 
When a dealer enters into a retail installment contract with a person to finance the 
purchase of a boat, the dealer is the creditor on the contract and is contractually 

bound by its terms. Because the dealer has extended 
credit, it has established its own customer 
relationship with the person when they sign the 
contract. Therefore, under the Privacy Rule, the 
dealer must give a Privacy Notice (see Appendix D) 

no later than when the borrower signs the contract, even if the dealer will assign 
the contract to a third party lender. Once the contract is assigned to a third party 
lender, the dealer no longer has a customer relationship with the individual 
borrower and is no longer responsible for providing annual privacy notices to this 
person. However, the dealer is still bound by the terms of the initial privacy policy 
given to the person, and must continue to honor any opt-out requests received. 
 
*NOTE – This exception applies only in the course of “processing a transaction 
requested by the consumer.”  If the dealership shares consumers’ personal 
nonpublic information with unaffiliated third parties for any other reason, a 
Privacy Notice is required. 
 

The Safeguards Rule 

Per the Safeguards Rule requirements, boat dealerships must develop a written 
information security plan that describes their program to protect customer 
information. As part of the plan, boat dealers should include the following: 

 designate specific employees to coordinate its information security 
program; 

 identify and assess the risks to customer information in each relevant area 
of the company’s operation, and evaluate the effectiveness of the current 
safeguards for controlling these risks; 

 design and implement a safeguards program that protects customer 
information – both in electronic and paper format, and regularly monitor 
and test it; 

 select service providers that can maintain appropriate safeguards; 
 Identify and assess internal and external risks to customer information  

The Financial Privacy Rule 

becomes applicable only 

when a person becomes a 

“customer” of the dealership. 
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 continuously evaluate and adjust the program in light of relevant 
circumstances, or the results of security testing and monitoring; 

 consider and address the unique risks raised by business operations — 
such as the risks raised when employees access customer data from off-site 
locations, or when customer data is transmitted electronically outside the 
company network; 

 Include a data breach response plan for use in the event that any customer 
information is lost, stolen or compromised. 

1) insures the security and confidentiality of customer records and information;  

2) protects against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of such 
records; and  

3) protects against unauthorized access to or use of such records or information which 
could result in substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer. 

 

The penalties for violating the GLBA are quite severe: 

 up to $100,000 for each violation  
 officers and directors can be fined up to $10,000 for each violation  
 Criminal penalties include imprisonment for up to 5 years, a fine, or both  
 If the GLBA is violated at the same time that another federal law is 

violated, or if the GLBA is violated as part of a pattern of any illegal 
activity involving more than $100,000 within a 12-month period, the 
violator's fine will be doubled and he or she will be imprisoned for up to 
10 years 

  

 

Safeguarding 
customer 

information 

 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 
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In order to explore the requirements of the Privacy Rule within the 
Gramm – Leach – Bliley Act, we can revisit some of the Case Studies 
from the previous Acts to illustrate: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Studies – GLBA  

Case Study 1 

(from the Equal Credit Opportunity Act – ECOA) 

At the time your customer applies for financing, they state 
that they would like their payment to be equal to or less than 
$375 per month.  Upon reviewing the customer’s credit and 
submitting the application to the appropriate lenders, the 
lowest monthly payment you can achieve is $410 per month. 

After considering your “counteroffer”, the customer declines 
to accept the financing on those terms.  According to the 
ECOA, you are required to provide the customer with an 
Adverse Action Notice within 90 days of the date you present 
the “counteroffer”.  

Under the requirements of the GLBA, the applicant is 
a “consumer” but not a “customer” of the dealership, 
therefore a Privacy Notice is not required.  

Case Study 2 

(from the Fair Credit Reporting Act – FCRA) 

A customer you met at a boat show comes to the 
dealership to “take another look” at the boat he liked at 
the show.  His interest in purchasing the boat has 
increased, and he wants to see what your finance 
department can do about arranging financing on the unit. 
 
The customer’s credit isn’t excellent, but with a little time 
and effort, your finance department feels that the deal can 
get approved.   
 
The following morning your finance department is able to 
secure a very attractive approval for your customer.  You 
follow up with him several times over the next few days to 
give him the good news, however he isn’t returning your 
calls.  While you won’t give up on your efforts to reach the 
customer, it appears that he may have decided against the 
purchase or found a boat elsewhere.  In order to maintain 
compliance with the FCRA, you are required to send this 
customer a Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice 
(CSDEN – Appendix C) 
 
Under the requirements of the GLBA, the applicant is 
a “consumer” but not a “customer” of the dealership, 
therefore a Privacy Notice is not required.  
 

Scenario 2:  Due to your diligent follow-up, the 
consumer returns to the dealership 3 weeks later, 
purchases the boat and finances through your dealership.  
The consumer has now become a “customer” of the 
dealership, and a Privacy Notice must be provided to 
the customer prior to signing the retail installment 
sales contract.   
 
Once the retail sales installment contract has been 
assigned to the indirect lender through which you 
obtained the approval, the dealership has no obligation to 
send annual Privacy Notices to the customer.  
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The USA Patriot Act 

he official title of the USA PATRIOT Act is "Uniting and Strengthening 
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and 
Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act of 2001." 

 

The purpose of the USA Patriot Act is to deter and punish terrorist acts in the 
United States and around the world, to enhance law enforcement investigation 
tools, and other purposes, some of which include: 

 To strengthen U.S. measures to prevent, detect and prosecute international 
money laundering and financing of terrorism; 

 To subject to special scrutiny foreign jurisdictions, foreign financial 
institutions, and classes of international transactions that are susceptible to 
criminal abuse;  

 To require all appropriate elements of the financial services industry to 
report potential money laundering;  

 To strengthen measures to prevent use of the U.S. financial system for 
personal gain by corrupt foreign officials.  

 
Dealers are required by law to review the Treasury Department's Office of 
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) list, which includes the names of Specially 

Designated Nationals (SDN).  These are individuals, 
organizations and countries against which the U.S has 
imposed sanctions. Dealerships must review this list prior 
to entering into any sales or finance contract with an 
individual, business entity, charitable organization--anyone. 
There are penalties for those that do not establish 
procedures to review the OFAC list and there are fines for 

dealerships that enter into a contract with anyone on the list.  A dealer can 
perform a search of the SDN list through the government’s OFAC website at 

http://sdnsearch.ofac.treas.gov/.  However, the government’s list has limited 
functionality, and will not detect misspellings or other incorrectly entered text, and 
will not return near matches. 

Criminal violations of statutes administered by OFAC can result in penalties 
ranging from $50,000 to $10,000,000, and/or up to 30 years imprisonment for 
willful violations.  OFAC also has authority to impose civil penalties of up to 
$1,075,000 per violation. 

In 2010, OFAC assessed fines and penalties in 24 cases totaling 

$200,735,996.  Included among the penalized were entities that provided credit to 
individuals on the SDN List and entities that sold goods or services to SDN List 
individuals.   

T 

The USA Patriot Act 

imposes anti-terrorism 

and anti-money 

laundering compliance 

responsibilities upon 

dealers.   

 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 
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IRS Form 8300 

enerally, any person in a trade or business who receives more than 
$10,000 in cash in a single transaction or related transactions must 
complete a Form 8300, Report of Cash Payments Over $10,000 Received 

in a Trade or Business. Form 8300 (see Appendix E) is a joint form issued by the 
IRS and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and is used by the 
government to track individuals that evade taxes and those who profit from 
criminal activities. Although the cash reporting requirements apply to many types 
of businesses, auto, boat and RV dealerships frequently receive cash in excess of 
$10,000 and are required to comply with the filing requirements. 

Any persons who receive more than $10,000 in one transaction, or two or more 
related transactions, while conducting their trade or business, must file a Form 
8300.  
 
There are two types of related transactions:  

 Transactions between a buyer, or agent of the buyer, and a seller that 
occur within a 24-hour period are related transactions. 

 In addition, transactions more than 24 hours apart are related if the 
recipient of the cash knows, or has reason to know, that each transaction 
is one of a series of connected transactions. 

What is considered CASH for the purposes of Form 8300?  

 Personal checks are not considered “cash”. 
 Cash is money. It is currency and coins of the United States and any other 

country. 
 Cash is also certain monetary instruments - a cashier’s check, bank draft, 

traveler’s check, or money order - if it has a face amount of $10,000 or less 
and the business receives it in:  

1. A “designated reporting transaction” as defined in Treas. Reg. 
section 1.6050I-1(c)(iii) – see below –  (generally, a retail sale of a 
consumer durable, a collectible, a travel or entertainment activity) 
or 

2. Any transaction in which the recipient knows the payer is trying to 
avoid the reporting of the transaction on Form 8300. 

  

G 

A transaction is 

the underlying 

event resulting in 

the transfer of 

actual cash. 
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What is a designated reporting transaction?   

 
Generally, the retail sale of any of the following:  

 A consumer durable, such as an automobile, boat or RV. Property is 
generally a consumer durable if it is tangible personal property (not real or 
intangible property) that:  

o Is generally suited for personal use, 
o Is expected to last at least one year under ordinary use, and 
o Has a sale price of more than $10,000. 

 A collectible (such as a work of art, rug, antique, metal, gem, stamp, or 
coin) 

 An item of travel and entertainment (if the total sales price of all items for 
the same trip or entertainment event is more than $10,000). 

 NOTE:  If the sales price is less than $10,000, then the tangible personal 
property would not be a consumer durable, even if sales tax causes the 
total amount paid to exceed $10,000. 

What are the reporting requirements? 

A business must file Form 8300 within 15 days after the date the cash was 
received. If there are subsequent payments that are made with respect to a single 
transaction (or two or more related transactions), the business should file the form 
8300 when the total amount paid exceeds $10,000. Each time the payments 
aggregate in excess of $10,000 the business must file another Form 8300 within 15 
days of the payment causing the additional payments to total more than $10,000. 

A business should mail Form 8300 to: Internal Revenue Service 
Detroit Computing Center 
P.O. Box 32621 
Detroit, MI  48232 

The IRS provides a Dealership Question and Answer at: 

http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/article/0,,id=210551,00.html   

 There are civil penalties for failure to file a correct Form 8300 by its due 
date and for failure to provide a statement as required. 

 A minimum penalty up to $25,000 apply for intentional disregard of the 
filing requirements. 

 Criminal penalties including imprisonment of up to 5 years and/or fines of 
up to $250,000 for individuals and $500,000 for corporations may apply in 
the case of willful filing of false or fraudulent Forms 8300. 

 

 

Penalties for 
non-compliance 

http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/article/0,,id=210551,00.html
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Case Studies – Form 8300 

Case Study 1 

A customer wishes to purchase a boat at a selling price of 
$13,000.  He presents you with ANY of the following 
instruments; cashier’s check, money order, bank draft or 
travelers check – in the amount of $8,000.  He pays the 
$5,000 balance in cash. 
 
Form 8300 is required in this situation. 
 
The financial instruments mentioned above are considered 
CASH when they are made out for any amount less than 
$10,000 and combined with cash for a total purchase 
exceeding $10,000. 
 
The financial instruments mentioned above are NOT cash 
when they exceed $10,000 because the entity issuing the 
instrument would have been required to report the 
transaction if purchased with cash. 
 
Instruments purchased with cash for less than $10,000 
would not be required to be reported by the issuing entity.  
Therefore, when combined with cash to make a 
“designated reporting transaction” (boat purchase), they 
are considered cash, and must be reported.  
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Federal Financial Regulation Compliance 

Checklist 

Reference the following checklist to identify key areas in which your dealership 
may be in violation of federal financial regulations.  This is a list of the main 
compliance areas – more detailed compliance information is provided in the 
manual.  Dealers are encouraged to consult with a qualified attorney to certify the 
individual dealership’s compliance with and application of federal regulations.   
 
The following three policies must be documented for your dealership: 

 

 The dealership has a written Identity Theft Prevention Program (Red Flags) 

 The dealership has a written Information Security Plan, describing the program to 
protect customer information as required by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 

 The dealership has a written Privacy Policy regarding the collection and sharing 
of consumers’ non-public personal information 

 
Verify that the additional compliance items below are addressed for your dealership: 

 

 All dealership staff are trained and follow procedures established to safeguard 
consumers’ nonpublic personal information in both paper and electronic form 

 F&I staff is trained regarding specifics of unlawful discrimination under ECOA 

 Procedures in place to prevent unlawful discrimination by F&I staff 

 F&I staff are trained regarding questions they MAY and may NOT ask a 
customer under the ECOA 

 Procedures are in place to ensure F&I staff provide every customer with the five 
material disclosures required under the TILA 

 Timely Adverse Action Notice is provided to each customer: 
o that is denied credit by your dealership lending sources 

o that does not accept credit under the terms offered 

o for which dealership does not submit the credit application to any lender 

 Adverse Action Notices contain all of the information required under FCRA 

 All applicants are provided either a Risk Based Pricing Notice, or a Credit Score 

Disclosure Exception Notice, as required by the FCRA 

 Dealership staff members are regularly trained on the dealership’s Identity Theft 
Prevention Program, and actively engage in required dealership procedures 

 Red Flags identified for discrepancies on credit bureau, address information, SS# 
information or SS# appears on Soc Sec Administration’s Death Master File  

 Dealership procedures ensure that F&I staff members are not tying the sale of 
one finance product to another, in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act 

 Dealership has developed a Privacy Notice which is provided to every customer 

 Prior to entering into a sales or finance contract with ANY customer, the Office 
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) list is reviewed to ensure the customer is not 
a Specially Designated National (SDN) 

 IRS Form 8300 is submitted to the IRS for any transaction involving any 
combination of cash or cash-equivalent instruments totaling $10,000 or more 

 Dealership staff are informed of the potential penalties and imprisonment that 
may be assessed in connection with failure to comply with each regulation. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A — Sample Notification Forms  

Appendix A is provided as a reference, and is taken directly from the GPO website:  
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2012-title12-vol2/xml/CFR-2012-title12-vol2-part202-appC.xml  
Additional information is available on the FDIC website at:  
http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/6500-2900.html  

1.  This appendix contains six sample notification forms. Forms A--1 through A--4 are intended 
for use in notifying an applicant that adverse action has been taken on an application or account.  
Form A--5 is a notice of disclosure of the right to request specific reasons for adverse action.  
Form A--6 is designed for use in notifying an applicant that an application is incomplete.  

2.  Form A-1 contains the Fair Credit Reporting Act disclosure as required by sections 615(a) and 
(b) of that act. Forms A-2 through A-5 contain only the section 615(a) disclosure (that a creditor 
obtained information from a consumer reporting agency that was considered in the credit decision 
and, as applicable, a credit score used in taking adverse action along with related information). A 
creditor must provide the section 615(a) disclosure when adverse action is taken against a 
consumer based on information from a consumer reporting agency. A creditor must provide the 
section 615(b) disclosure when adverse action is taken based on information from an outside 
source other than a consumer reporting agency. In addition, a creditor must provide the section 
615(b) disclosure if the creditor obtained information from an affiliate other than information in a 
consumer report or other than information concerning the affiliate's own transactions or 
experiences with the consumer. Creditors may comply with the disclosure requirements for adverse 
action based on information in a consumer report obtained from an affiliate by providing either 
the section 615(a) or section 615(b) disclosure. Optional language in Forms A-1 through A-5 may 
be used to direct the consumer to the entity that provided the credit score for any questions about 
the credit score, along with the entity's contact information.  

3.  The sample forms are illustrative and may not be appropriate for all creditors. They were 
designed to include some of the factors that creditors most commonly consider. If a creditor 
chooses to use the checklist of reasons provided in one of the sample forms in this appendix and if 
reasons commonly used by the creditor are not provided on the form, the creditor should modify 
the checklist by substituting or adding other reasons. For example, if "inadequate down payment" 
or "no deposit relationship with us" are common reasons for taking adverse action on an 
application, the creditor ought to add or substitute such reasons for those presently contained on 
the sample forms.  

4.  If the reasons listed on the forms are not the factors actually used, a creditor will not satisfy the 
notice requirement by simply checking the closest identifiable factor listed. For example, some 
creditors consider only references from banks or other depository institutions and disregard 
finance company references altogether; their statement of reasons should disclose "insufficient 
bank references," not "insufficient credit references." Similarly, a creditor that considers bank 
references and other credit references as distinct factors should treat the two factors separately and 
disclose them as appropriate. The creditor should either add such other factors to the form or 
check "other" and include the appropriate explanation. The creditor need not, however, describe 
how or why a factor adversely affected the application. For example, the notice may say "length of 
residence" rather than "too short a period of residence."  

5.  A creditor may design its own notification forms or use all or a portion of the forms contained 
in this appendix.  

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2012-title12-vol2/xml/CFR-2012-title12-vol2-part202-appC.xml
http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/6500-2900.html
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Form A-1—Sample Notice of Action Taken and Statement of Reasons 

 
Statement of Credit Denial, Termination or Change  

 
Date: _______    
Applicant's Name: _______    
Applicant's Address: _______    
Description of Account, Transaction, or Requested Credit:   _______  
Description of Action Taken:   _______ 
 
Part I --    Principal Reason(s) for Credit Denial, Termination, or Other Action Taken 
Concerning Credit This section must be completed in all instances. 
 
_______ Credit application incomplete    
_______ Insufficient number of credit references provided 
_______ Unacceptable type of credit references provided 
_______ Unable to verify credit references    
_______ Temporary or irregular employment    
_______ Unable to verify employment    
_______ Length of employment    
_______ Income insufficient for amount of credit requested 
_______ Excessive obligations in relation to income 
_______ Unable to verify income   
_______ Length of residence    
_______ Temporary residence 
_______ Unable to verify residence    
_______ No credit file   
_______ Limited credit experience    
_______ Poor credit performance with us    
_______ Delinquent past or present credit obligations with others 
_______ Collection action or judgment    
_______ Garnishment or attachment    
_______ Foreclosure or repossession   
_______ Bankruptcy    
_______ Number of recent inquiries on credit bureau report 
_______ Value or type of collateral not sufficient 
_______ Other, specify: _______  

Part II --    Disclosure of Use of Information Obtained From an Outside Source This 
section should be completed if the credit decision was based in whole or in part on 
information that has been obtained from an outside source. 

_______   Our credit decision was based in whole or in part on information obtained in 
a report from the consumer reporting agency listed below. You have a right under the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act to know the information contained in your credit file at the 
consumer reporting agency. The reporting agency played no part in our decision and is 
unable to supply specific reasons why we have denied credit to you. You also have a 
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right to a free copy of your report from the reporting agency, if you request it no later 
than 60 days after you receive this notice. In addition, if you find that any information 
contained in the report you receive is inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to 
dispute the matter with the reporting agency.  

Name: _______ Address: _______  _______   [Toll-free] Telephone number: _______ 
[We also obtained your credit score from this consumer reporting agency and used it in 
making our credit decision.  

Your credit score is a number that reflects the information in your consumer report. 
Your credit score can change, depending on how the information in your consumer 
report changes.  

Your credit score:_______  Date:_______  
Scores range from a low of _______ to a high of _______   
Key factors that adversely affected your credit score: _______ _______ _______  
 
_______   [Number of recent inquiries on consumer report, as a key factor]    
If you have any questions regarding your credit score, you should contact [entity that 
provided the credit score] at: Address: _______   _______   [Toll-free] Telephone 
number:] _______ 
   
_______   Our credit decision was based in whole or in part on information obtained 
from an affiliate or from an outside source other than a consumer reporting agency. 
Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, you have the right to make a written request, no 
later than 60 days after you receive this notice, for disclosure of the nature of this 
information. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this notice, you should contact:        
Creditor's name: ____________________________________________  
Creditor's address: __________________________________________ 
Creditor's telephone number: _______ 
 
NOTICE  
The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating 
against credit applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, 
marital status, age (provided the applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding 
contract); because all or part of the applicant's income derives from any public 
assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right 
under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that administers 
compliance with this law concerning this creditor is (name and address as specified by 
the appropriate agency listed in appendix A).  
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Form A-2—Sample Notice of Action Taken and Statement of Reasons  

 
Date _______ 
 
Dear Applicant:    
 
Thank you for your recent application. Your request for [a loan/a credit card/an 
increase in your credit limit] was carefully considered, and we regret that we are 
unable to approve your application at this time, for the following reason(s):        
 
Your Income:  
_______ is below our minimum requirement.  
_______ is insufficient to sustain payments on the amount of credit requested. 
_______ could not be verified.    
 
Your Employment:  
_______ is not of sufficient length to qualify. 
_______ could not be verified.    
 
Your Credit History:  
_______ of making payments on time was not satisfactory.  
_______ could not be verified.    
 
Your Application: 
_______ lacks a sufficient number of credit references. 
_______ lacks acceptable types of credit references.  
_______ reveals that current obligations are excessive in relation to income.    
 
Other: _______  
 
The consumer reporting agency contacted that provided information that influenced 
our decision in whole or in part was 
  
[name, address and [toll-free] telephone number of the reporting agency].  
 
The reporting agency played no part in our decision and is unable to supply specific 
reasons why we have denied credit to you. You have a right under the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act to know the information contained in your credit file at the consumer 
reporting agency. You also have a right to a free copy of your report from the reporting 
agency, if you request it no later than 60 days after you receive this notice. In addition, 
if you find that any information contained in the report you receive is inaccurate or 
incomplete, you have the right to dispute the matter with the reporting agency. Any 
questions regarding such information should be directed to [consumer reporting 
agency].  
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, you should contact us at [creditor's 
name, address and telephone number].  
 
[We also obtained your credit score from this consumer reporting agency and used it in 
making our credit decision. Your credit score is a number that reflects the information 
in your consumer report. Your credit score can change, depending on how the 
information in your consumer report changes.      
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Your credit score: _______  Date: _______  
Scores range from a low of _______ to a high of _______  
Key factors that adversely affected your credit score: _______ _______ _______  
 
_______[Number of recent inquiries on consumer report, as a key factor]   If you have 
any questions regarding your credit score, you should contact [entity that provided the 
credit score] at:    
Address: _______   _______   [Toll-free] Telephone number: _______ ] 

Notice: 

The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against 
credit applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 
age (provided the applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding contract); because 
all or part of the applicant's income derives from any public assistance program; or 
because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the Consumer Credit 
Protection Act. The federal agency that administers compliance with this law 
concerning this creditor is (name and address as specified by the appropriate agency 
listed in appendix A).  
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Form A-3—Sample Notice of Action Taken and Statement of Reasons 
[(Credit Scoring)] 

Date  

Dear Applicant:  

Thank you for your recent application for _____________________ . We regret that 
we are unable to approve your request.  

[Reasons for Denial of Credit]  

Your application was processed by a [credit scoring] system that assigns a numerical 
value to the various items of information we consider in evaluating an application. 
These numerical values are based upon the results of analyses of repayment histories 
of large numbers of customers.  

The information you provided in your application did not score a sufficient number of 
points for approval of the application. The reasons you did not score well compared 
with other applicants were:                    

•  Insufficient bank references  
•  Type of occupation  
•  Insufficient credit experience  
•  Number of recent inquiries on credit bureau report 

[Your Right to Get Your Consumer Report]  

In evaluating your application the consumer reporting agency listed below provided us 
with information that in whole or in part influenced our decision. The consumer 
reporting agency played no part in our decision and is unable to supply specific 
reasons why we have denied credit to you. You have a right under the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act to know the information contained in your credit file at the consumer 
reporting agency. It can be obtained by contacting: [name, address, and [toll-free] 
telephone number of the consumer reporting agency]. You also have a right to a free 
copy of your report from the reporting agency, if you request it no later than 60 days 
after you receive this notice. In addition, if you find that any information contained in 
the report you receive is inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to dispute the 
matter with the reporting agency.  

[Information about Your Credit Score]  

We also obtained your credit score from this consumer reporting agency and used it in 
making our credit decision. Your credit score is a number that reflects the information 
in your consumer report. Your credit score can change, depending on how the 
information in your consumer report changes.        

Your credit score: _______ Date: _______  
Scores range from a low of _______ to a high of _______  
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Key factors that adversely affected your credit score: _______ _______ _______ 
_______ _______  
 
[Number of recent inquiries on consumer report, as a key factor]  
 
[If you have any questions regarding your credit score, you should contact [entity that 
provided the credit score] at: 
Address: ____________________________________________ 
[Toll-free] Telephone number: _______]] 
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, you should contact us at         
Creditor's Name: ____________________________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
Telephone: ____________________________________________  
 
Sincerely,  

Notice: 

The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating against 
credit applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 
age (with certain limited exceptions); because all or part of the applicant's income 
derives from any public assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith 
exercised any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that 
administers compliance with this law concerning this creditor is (name and address as 
specified by the appropriate agency listed in appendix A).  
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Form A-4—Sample Notice of Action Taken, Statement of Reasons and 
Counteroffer  

Date  

Dear Applicant:  

Thank you for your application for _____________________ . We are unable to offer 
you credit on the terms that you requested for the following reason(s):   _______  

We can, however, offer you credit on the following terms: _______   _______  

If this offer is acceptable to you, please notify us within [amount of time] at the 
following address: ____________________________________________ .  

Our credit decision on your application was based in whole or in part on information 
obtained in a report from [name, address and [toll-free] telephone number of the 
consumer reporting agency]. You have a right under the Fair Credit Reporting Act to 
know the information contained in your credit file at the consumer reporting agency. 
The reporting agency played no part in our decision and is unable to supply specific 
reasons why we have denied credit to you. You also have a right to a free copy of your 
report from the reporting agency, if you request it no later than 60 days after you 
receive this notice. In addition, if you find that any information contained in the report 
you receive is inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to dispute the matter with 
the reporting agency.  

[We also obtained your credit score from this consumer reporting agency and used it in 
making our credit decision. Your credit score is a number that reflects the information 
in your consumer report. Your credit score can change, depending on how the 
information in your consumer report changes.      

Your credit score: _______ Date: _______  
Scores range from a low of _______ to a high of _______  
Key factors that adversely affected your credit score: _______ _______ _______ 
[Number of recent inquiries on consumer report, as a key factor]  
 
[If you have any questions regarding your credit score, you should contact [entity that 
provided the credit score] at: 
Address: ____________________________________________    
[Toll-free] Telephone number: _______]]  

You should know that the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors, such 
as ourselves, from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of their race, 
color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age (provided the applicant has the 
capacity to enter into a binding contract), because they receive income from a public 
assistance program, or because they may have exercised their rights under the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act. If you believe there has been discrimination in 
handling your application you should contact the [name and address of the appropriate 
federal enforcement agency listed in appendix A]. 
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Form A-5—Sample Disclosure of Right to Request Specific Reasons for Credit 
Denial  

Date  

Dear Applicant:  

Thank you for applying to us for _______ .  

After carefully reviewing your application, we are sorry to advise you that we cannot 
[open an account for you/grant a loan to you/increase your credit limit] at this time. If 
you would like a statement of specific reasons why your application was denied, 
please contact [our credit service manager] shown below within 60 days of the date of 
this letter. We will provide you with the statement of reasons within 30 days after 
receiving your request.  

Creditor's Name ________________________________ 
Address ______________________________________ 
Telephone Number _____________________________ 

If we obtained information from a consumer reporting agency as part of our 
consideration of your application, its name, address, and [toll-free] telephone number 
is shown below. The reporting agency played no part in our decision and is unable to 
supply specific reasons why we have denied credit to you. [You have a right under the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act to know the information contained in your credit file at the 
consumer reporting agency.] You have a right to a free copy of your report from the 
reporting agency, if you request it no later than 60 days after you receive this notice. In 
addition, if you find that any information contained in the report you received is 
inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to dispute the matter with the reporting 
agency. You can find out about the information contained in your file (if one was used) 
by contacting:  

Consumer reporting agency's name _______________________________ 
Address _____________________________________________________ 
[Toll-free] Telephone number ____________________________________ 

[We also obtained your credit score from this consumer reporting agency and used it in 
making our credit decision. Your credit score is a number that reflects the information 
in your consumer report. Your credit score can change, depending on how the 
information in your consumer report changes.      

Your credit score: _______ Date: _______  
Scores range from a low of _______ to a high of _______  
Key factors that adversely affected your credit score: _______ _______ _______ 

[Number of recent inquiries on consumer report, as a key factor]  

[If you have any questions regarding your credit score, you should contact [entity that 
provided the credit score] at:  
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Address: ____________________________________________  
[Toll-free] Telephone number: _______]]  
 
Sincerely,  

Notice:The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits creditors from discriminating 
against credit applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, 
marital status, age (provided the applicant has the capacity to enter into a binding 
contract); because all or part of the applicant's income derives from any public 
assistance program; or because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right 
under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. The federal agency that administers 
compliance with this law concerning this creditor is (name and address as specified by 
the appropriate agency listed in appendix A).  
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FORM A--6--SAMPLE NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE APPLICATION AND REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

Creditor's name Address Telephone number 

 
Date  Dear Applicant:     Thank you for your application for credit. The following 
information is needed to make a decision on your application: _______  _______ 

We need to receive this information by       (date)      . If we do not receive it by that 
date, we will regrettably be unable to give further consideration to your credit request.    

Sincerely,    
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Appendix B – Risk Based Pricing Notice 
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Appendix C – Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice 
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Appendix D – Privacy Notice 

 

Below is a sample Privacy Notice for illustrative purposes only.  The Federal 
Reserve provides a free online form builder that allows you to create your own 
Privacy Notice based on your dealership’s information-sharing policies.  The form 
builder is available at:   
 
http://www.federalreserve.gov/bankinforeg/privacy_notice_instructions.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.federalreserve.gov/bankinforeg/privacy_notice_instructions.pdf
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Appendix E – IRS Form 8300 

 

Below is a sample IRS Form 8300 for illustrative purposes only.  The IRS provides 
a free online form builder that allows you to create your own Form 8300, 
including full instructions.  The form builder is available at:   
 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f8300.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f8300.pdf
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